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Abstract.
In the first part of this article, we review observations of the mass and
luminosity functions of young and old star cluster systems. We also review
some of the physical processes that may determine the characteristic mass
of globular clusters and the form of their mass function. In the second
part of this article, we summarize our models for the disruption of clusters
and the corresponding evolution of the mass function. Much of our focus
here is on understanding why the mass function of globular clusters has
no more than a weak dependence on radius within their host galaxies.
1. Background
The most basic attribute of any population of astronomical objects is its mass
function. In our notation, ψ(M) is the number of objects per unit mass M ,
and Ψ(logM) is the number of objects per unit logM . These two forms of the
mass function are related by Ψ(logM) = (log e)−1Mψ(M). They contains infor-
mation about the physical processes involved in the formation and subsequent
evolution of the objects. There are well-known reasons, for example, why stars
and galaxies have roughly the masses they do and not some others, even if we
lack definitive theories for the detailed forms of the stellar and galactic mass
functions. This article addresses the question: What physical processes deter-
mine the mass function of star clusters, especially that of globular clusters?
The upper panel of Figure 1 shows the empirical mass function of young star
clusters in the interacting and merging Antennae galaxies (from Zhang & Fall
1999). This function declines monotonically, approximately as ψ(M) ∝ M−2,
over the entire observed range, 104
∼
< M
∼
< 106 M⊙. In a young cluster system,
such as the one in the Antennae galaxies, where the spread in the ages of the
clusters is comparable with their median age, the luminosity function need not
reflect the underlying mass function, since the clusters have a wide range of
mass-to-light ratios. However, luminosity functions are easier to determine than
mass functions and are known for more cluster systems. For all the young cluster
systems studied so far, the luminosity functions are well-approximated by power
laws (Milky Way, van den Bergh & Lafontaine 1984; LMC, Elson & Fall 1985;
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Figure 1. Empirical mass functions of young star clusters in the An-
tennae galaxies and old globular clusters in the Milky Way. The former
is from Zhang & Fall (1999); the latter is based on data compiled by
Harris (1996, 1999). The dashed curve is the usual lognormal represen-
tation of the mass function, corresponding to a Gaussian distribution
of magnitudes.
M33, Christian & Schommer 1988; Antennae, Whitmore et al. 1999). In fact,
the mass and luminosity functions of young star clusters are remarkably similar
to the mass function of interstellar clouds in the Milky Way (Dickey & Garwood
1989; Solomon & Rivolo 1989), as emphasized by several authors (Harris &
Pudritz 1994; Elmegreen & Efremov 1997).
The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the empirical mass function old globular
clusters in the Milky Way. This was derived from the luminosities of all the
clusters in the Harris (1996, 1999) compilation, with a fixed mass-to-light ratio
(M/LV = 3), since the spread in the ages of the clusters is smaller than their
median age. The mass function of the globular clusters in the Milky Way, like
those in the spheroids of other well-studied galaxies, rises to a peak or turnover
at Mp ≈ 2 × 10
5 M⊙ and then declines. The corresponding feature in the
luminosity function, at M¯V ≈ −7.3, is sometimes used as a standard candle
in distance determinations. The empirical mass function is often represented
by a lognormal function, although, as Figure 1 indicates, the former is actually
shallower than the latter for small masses. The crucial point here is that the
mass and luminosity functions of young cluster systems are scale-free, whereas
those of old cluster systems have a preferred scale. Why is this?
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Figure 2. Survival triangle in the mass-radius plane from Fall &
Rees (1977). The solid lines show where the timescales for disruption
by disk shocks and two-body relaxation are equal to the Hubble time.
The dashed lines indicate some of the uncertainties in these timescales.
The dots represent globular clusters in the Milky Way; filled and open
symbols indicate clusters closer to and farther from the Galactic center
than the Sun (about 8 kpc). Clusters outside the triangle will be de-
stroyed within the next Hubble time, whereas those inside will survive
for longer.
Two explanations have been proposed for the age-dependence of the mass
functions. The first is that the conditions in ancient galaxies and protogalaxies
favored the formation of clusters with masses ∼ 105–106 M⊙ but that these
conditions no longer prevail in modern galaxies. For example, the Jeans mass
could have been much higher in the past, as a result of less efficient cooling by
heavy elements and/or more efficient dissociation of molecular hydrogen (Fall
& Rees 1985; Kang et al. 1990). It is sometimes stated in observational papers
that this theory is ruled out by the lack of correlation between the luminosities
(masses) of globular clusters and their metallicities. However, this argument
is not correct, because the dependence of the Jeans mass on the abundances
of heavy elements and molecules is essentially bimodal. The relevant Jeans
mass is determined by whether or not gas in the protoclusters cools rapidly at
temperatures below 104 K. If it does, the Jeans mass is
∼
< 102 M⊙; if it does not,
the Jeans mass is ∼ 106 M⊙. In the first case, one is making stellar associations
or small open clusters; in the second, one is making globular clusters.
The other explanation for the differences between the mass functions of
young and old cluster systems is that they represent the erosion of the initial
mass function by the gradual disruption of low-mass clusters. Star clusters are
relatively weakly bound objects and are vulnerable to disruption by a variety
of processes, including mass loss by stellar evolution (supernovae, stellar winds,
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etc.), evaporation by two-body relaxation and gravitational shocks (against the
galactic disk and bulge), and dynamical friction (see Spitzer 1987 for a review).
Figure 2 shows the survival region for globular clusters in the mass-radius plane
defined by some of these processes (from Fall & Rees 1977). Recent work shows
that disruptive processes, especially two-body relaxation, operating for a Hubble
time, would cause the mass function to evolve from a variety of initial forms into
one resembling that of old globular clusters (Vesperini 1997, 1998; Baumgardt
1998; Fall & Zhang 2001).
There is, however, a potentially serious objection to the idea that disruption
is responsible for the low-mass form of the mass function of old globular clusters:
the chief disruptive processes operate at different rates in different parts and
different types of galaxies (Caputo & Castellani 1984; Gnedin & Ostriker 1997).
For example, the rate at which stars escape by two-body relaxation depends
on the density of a cluster, which is determined by the tidal field, and hence
is higher in the inner parts of galaxies than in the outer parts. The rate at
which stars escape by gravitational shocks is also higher in the inner parts of
galaxies because the orbital periods are shorter and the surface density of the
disk is higher there. Moreover, disks are absent in elliptical galaxies. Thus, if the
mass function were strongly affected by disruptive processes, one might expect
its form to depend on radius within a galaxy and to vary from one galaxy to
another. This, however, is contradicted by many observations showing that the
mass function of old globular clusters varies little, if at all, within and among
galaxies (Harris 1991).
2. New Models
With these issues in mind, we have developed some new models to compute
the evolution of the mass function of star cluster systems (Fall & Zhang 2001).
Our models include disruption by two-body relaxation, gravitational shocks, and
stellar evolution. We describe these processes by approximate formulae that can
be solved largely analytically. The clusters are assumed to orbit in a galactic
potential that is static, spherical, and has a logarithmic dependence on the
distance R from the galactic center. Each cluster is assume to be tidally limited
at the pericenter of its orbit and to lose mass at a constant mean internal density.
The population of orbits is specified by the distribution function f(E, J), defined
as the number of clusters per unit volume of position-velocity space with energy
and angular momentum per unit mass near E and J . The distribution function
determines how much the clusters are mixed in radius and hence how much the
mass function varies with radius.
We consider two simple models for the initial distribution function. The
first is the Eddington model
f0(E, J) ∝ exp(−E/σ
2) exp[− 1/2(J/RAσ)
2]. (1)
This has velocity dispersions σR = σ and σT = σ[1+ (R/RA)
2]−1/2 in the radial
and transverse directions, where the anisotropy radius RA marks the transition
from a nearly isotropic to a predominantly radial velocity distribution. The
second initial distribution function we consider has the form
f0(E, J) ∝ exp(−E/σ
2)J−2β . (2)
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Figure 3. Initial densities of clusters positions (solid lines) and
pericenters (dashed lines) for the Eddington and scale-free distribution
functions. Note that the distribution of pericenters is narrower than
the distribution of cluster positions for the Eddington model but not
for the scale-free model.
In this case, the radial and transverse velocity dispersions are σR = σ and
σT = σ(1 − β)
1/2. We refer to this as the scale-free model. In most cases, we
adopt RA = 5 kpc and β = 0.5, so that both models have the same velocity
anisotropy at the median radius of the globular cluster system (Rh = 5 kpc). For
our purposes, the most important difference between the Eddington and scale-
free models is that, in the former, the velocity anisotropy increases outward,
whereas in the latter, it is the same at all radii. Thus, the distribution of
pericenters is narrower in the Eddington model than it is in the scale-free model,
as shown in Figure 3.
We consider four models for the initial mass function of the clusters: (1) a
pure power law, ψ0(M) ∝M
−2, (2) the same power law truncated at Ml = 3×
105 M⊙, (3) a Schechter function, and (4) a lognormal function. Figure 4 shows
the evolution of the mass function, averaged over all radii, for the Eddington
initial distribution function. In all four cases, the mass function develops a
peak, which, after 12 Gyr is remarkably close to the observed peak, despite the
very different initial conditions. Below the peak, the evolution is dominated
by two-body relaxation, and the mass function always develops a low-mass tail
of the form ψ(M) = const. This can be traced to the fact that, in the late
stages of disruption, the masses of tidally limited clusters decrease linearly with
time. The predicted low-mass form of the mass function agrees nicely with the
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Figure 4. Evolution of the mass function, averaged over all radii,
for the Eddington initial distribution function and four different initial
mass functions. These are (clockwise from upper left): a pure power
law, a truncated power law, a Schechter function, and a lognormal
function. Each mass function is plotted at t = 0, 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 Gyr;
the arrows indicate the peak at t = 12 Gyr. The histograms depict
the empirical mass function of globular clusters in the Milky Way (the
same as in Fig. 1). Note that the peak mass in the models is similar
to that in the observations for the four different initial conditions.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the number density profile of the cluster
system for the Eddington and scale-free initial distribution functions.
The profiles are plotted at t = 0, 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 Gyr. The data points
depict the empirical profile for globular clusters in the Milky Way. Note
that the final profiles in the models are in reasonable agreement with
the empirical profile.
observed form. Above the peak, the evolution of the mass function is dominated
by stellar evolution at early times and by gravitational shocks at late times.
These processes shift the mass function to lower masses but leave its shape
nearly invariant. Thus, the present shape of the mass function at high masses
is largely determined by its initial shape. The radially averaged mass function
for the scale-free model (not shown) is similar to that for the Eddington model.
The evolution of the density profiles of the cluster systems for both models are
shown in Figure 5.
Where the Eddington and scale-free models differ most is in the radial
variation of the mass function of the clusters. This is shown in Figures 6 and 7,
which display the evolution separately for clusters inside and outside R = 5 kpc.
In both models, the peak mass is larger at small radii. This is caused mainly by
the higher rate of evaporation by two-body relaxation, resulting from the larger
mean densities of clusters with small pericenter distances. In the Eddington
model, the radial variation of the peak mass is weak enough to be consistent
with observations, whereas in the scale-free model, the variation is too strong.
The reason for this is that the distribution of pericenters is narrower in the
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Figure 6. Evolution of the mass function, averaged over inner radii
(R < 5 kpc) and outer radii (R > 5 kpc), for the Eddington initial dis-
tribution function and the Schechter initial mass function. Each mass
function is plotted at t = 0, 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 Gyr; the arrows indicate
the peak at t = 12 Gyr. The histograms depict the empirical mass
functions of globular clusters in the Milky Way in the corresponding
ranges of radii. Note that the shift in the peak mass in the models
between inner and outer radii is relatively small.
Figure 7. Evolution of the mass function, averaged over inner radii
(R < 5 kpc) and outer radii (R > 5 kpc), for the scale-free initial dis-
tribution and the Schechter initial mass function. Each mass function
is plotted at t = 0, 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 Gyr; the arrows indicate the peak
at t = 12 Gyr. The histograms depict the empirical mass functions of
globular clusters in the Milky Way in the corresponding ranges of radii.
Note that the shift in the peak mass in the models between inner and
outer radii is relatively large.
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Eddington model, leading to a smaller range of disruption rates, than in the
scale-free model.
The lesson here is that radial mixing is a necessary but not sufficient con-
dition for weak radial variations in the mass function of globular clusters. The
other requirement is that the radial anisotropy in the initial velocity distribution
of the clusters increase outward, as in the Eddington model. The present veloc-
ity distribution of globular clusters in the Milky Way appears to have little or no
radial anisotropy (Frenk & White 1980; Dinescu, Girard, & van Altena 1999).
This is qualitatively what we would expect, since most clusters on elongated
orbits would already have been destroyed, leaving behind a nearly isotropic or
tangentially biased velocity distribution. These conclusions are based on models
with static, spherical galactic potentials, in which each cluster returns to the
same pericenter on each of its revolutions around a galaxy. In galaxies with
time-dependent and/or non-spherical potentials, however, the pericenters of the
clusters may change from one revolution to the next. This will tend to homoge-
nize the disruption rates of the clusters and hence to weaken the radial variation
in their mass function. Whether these effects are significant in galaxies like the
Milky Way is not yet known.
It is important to test the models of disruption against observations. A
clear prediction of the models is that the peak mass Mp should increase with
the ages of clusters. This might be observable in galaxies in which clusters
formed continuously over long periods of time. Alternatively, the evolution of
the peak mass might be observable in galaxies with bursts of cluster formation
at different times, such as in a sequence of merger remnants. This test may
be difficult, however, because the luminosity corresponding to the peak mass
is relatively small for young clusters (since Mp varies more rapidly with t than
M/LV does). Another prediction of the models is that the peak mass should
decrease with increasing distance from the centers of galaxies, unless this has
been completely diluted by the mixing of pericenters mentioned above. Searches
for radial variations in the peak mass have so far been inconclusive. This test
is difficult because the diffuse light of the host galaxies also varies with radius,
making it harder to find faint clusters in the inner regions. Finally, the strong
dependence of the peak mass on the ages of clusters and the weak dependence
on their positions within and among galaxies cast some doubt on the use of the
peak luminosity as a standard candle for distance estimates. This method may
be viable, however, if the samples of clusters are carefully chosen from similar
locations in similar galaxies.
The models of disruption help to dissolve some of the boundaries in the
classification of star clusters. The shape of the mass function above the peak is
largely preserved as clusters are disrupted and hence should reflect processes at
the time they formed. Below the peak, however, the shape of the mass function
is determined entirely by disruption, mainly driven by two-body relaxation, and
hence contains no information about how the clusters formed. If there were
any feature in the initial mass function, such as a Jeans-type lower cutoff, it
would have been erased. In our models, the only feature in the present mass
function, the peak at 2 × 105 M⊙, is largely determined by the condition that
clusters of this mass have a timescale for disruption comparable to the Hubble
time. Thus, it is conceivable that star clusters of different types (open, populous,
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globular, etc.) formed by the same physical processes with the same initial mass
function and that the differences in their present mass functions reflect only their
different ages and local environments, primarily the strength of the galactic tidal
field. Our results therefore support the suggestion that at least some of the star
clusters formed in merging and other starburst galaxies may be regarded as
young globular clusters. Further investigations of these objects may shed light
on the processes by which old globular clusters formed.
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